
Focused investigation of modality in African languages
While there has been (and continues to be) significant work in the phonetics, phonology,

and syntax of African languages, there is a major lack of work in the formal semantics of
these same languages, and especially in modality. Generally semantic work has focused
on logophoric pronouns (Clements, 1975; Pearson, 2015; Newkirk, to appear) and determin-
ers (Matthewson, 1999; Arkoh, 2011); these studies also focus mainly on languages of West
Africa, leaving a large gap both for many other areas of semantic investigation, as well as
other language families (though there have been some inroads made by Cable (2013) and
Gluckman et al. (2017).

Expanding the empirical domain of semantic studies is essential both in order to gain a
better understanding of the languages themselves and to advance natural language semantics
as a whole. The area of modality has already shown itself to be a locus of significant and
informative cross-linguistic variation (Rullmann et al., 2008; Peterson, 2010; a.o.). In the
realm of African linguistics, Gluckman et al. (2017) have shown some important differences
in the modal system of Luhya languages as compared to other previously-described modal
systems. Further work in analyzing and describing these and related languages promises to
be a rich avenue of investigation.

But while themodal questionnaire developed by Vander Klok (2014) and adapted for Luhya
byGluckman et al. (2017) is useful as a first step that should be extended in reach byAfranaph,
Matthewson (2013) argues convincingly for a more focused and intensive fieldwork method-
ology, where description of a phenomenon is fundamentally developed alongside theory
and analysis. By nature, semantic description and typology must be theoretically-informed
throughout, necessitating a more focused approach.

Given these considerations, the project I propose is slightly different from the usual Afranaph
project structure; rather than developing a single questionnaire that can be widely deployed
to Afranaph consultants, investigation into modal systems should occur with the consul-
tant(s) working directly with the linguist(s) to allow for more back-and-forth on subtle judg-
ment tasks, and resulting in a more detailed, language-specific description of modality.

Kinande’s modal system is a promising candidate for further semantic investigation, and
serves as a good example for how this kind of proposal could be conducted. Based on avilable
data from Mutaka & Kavutirwaki (2011) (glossed following Baker, 2003), Kinande appears to
have a single modal prefix -anga- which, when combined with various other tense/aspect
affixes, receives different modal interpretations, some relatively transparent (cp. 2&7), and
some opaque (cp. 1&3). Kinande also does not appear to have any separate modal verbs or
particles for these expressions, making -anga- possibly the only way to express these kinds
of modal meanings.

(1) tu-anga-génda
1pS-modal-leave
‘we should leave’ (advisability)

(2) tu-anga-na-génda
1pS-modal-foc-leave
‘we can leave’

(3) tu-anga-tâ-génda
1pS-modal-pst/neg-leave
‘we should leave’ (necessity)

(4) tu-anga-sya-génda
1pS-modal-come-leave
‘We should leave’ (future possibility)
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(5) tu-anga-ná-sya-génda
1pS-modal-foc-come-leave

‘We can still leave’

(6) tu-anga-tá-sya-génda
1pS-modal-ta-come-leave

‘We should still leave’

(7) tu-anga-génd-ir-e
1pS-modal-leave-relpst-fv
‘We could leave’ (past probability)

(8) tu-anga-na-génd-ir-e
1pS-modal-foc-leave-relpst-fv
‘We could leave indeed’ (past possibil-
ity)

However, based on the sparse data, it is unclear precisely how or to what degree the other
TAM affixes actually affect the meaning of -anga-. It is also unclear what the core semantics
of -anga- is, or even what contexts license its use with any other given morpheme(s).

Therefore, we cannot investigate this system with mere sentence translation. We must
instead work with contexts designed to tease apart the different possible modal uses for
these affixes. While a questionnaire provides a useful starting place for understanding the
available morphology for expressing modality, both translations and judgment tasks need
to be involved, to potentially discovered perviously unknown Kinande modal forms (other
modal verbs or particles, for example), and to test the limits of interpretation by finding
negative evidence. We need to determine, for example, whether the combinations of -anga-
and other morphemes affect the actual truth conditions of the proposition, or whether modal
force and/or flavor are mostly (or entirely) determined by context. As we develop an analysis
for Kinande modals, it is essential that we continue to follow up with their consultant(s) to
fine-tune the description and orient the modal system within a broader typology.
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